






  

With Yamaha’s On-Command® system, you can switch from 2WD 
to 4WD on-the-fly, a great advantage that means you can enjoy 
seamless – and almost instant - transition from cruising to climbing. 
This Yamaha-exclusive system is activated by a simple button on the 
handle bar of Utility and Leisure ATV’s - and with an ergonomic dial 
knob on SxS models.

Yamaha’s Ultramatic transmission automatically provides the 
optimum drive ratio so instant power is always available. A sprag 
clutch engages when slowing down, giving downhill engine braking 
to the driven wheels, for controlled descents.

The Yamaha EFI system works with a micro-computer to ensure that 
a precisely metered flow of fuel/air mixture enters the engine’s 
combustion chamber at all times and under all conditions, to deliver 
an optimised mix of smooth power and economy.

Yamaha’s speed-sensitive EPS system greatly reduces the physical 
effort of steering while also assisting the rider control the ATV or 
Side-by-Side when encountering bumps and stones along the way. 
This extra comfort is particularly noticeable on longer working days.

All Yamaha Utility and Leisure ATVs - and all Side-by-Side models 
- have double A-arm independent front suspension as well as 
independent rear suspension. All our shock absorbers feature an 
adjustable spring pre-load facility and selected SxS models are also 
equipped with adjustable damping. These features help to easily 
adjust the machine to suit your personal riding style or cargo load 
and to fine-tune the suspension set-up for optimum performance.

The CVT drive line features Manual selection for Forward and 
Reverse. Including a High and Low ratio options for the forward 
gears as well as a Park position which mechanically locks the 
gearbox to prevent the wheels turning.

On selected Utility ATV models and all Leisure and SxS models, the 
Yamaha On-Command® system also features a Differential Lock 
which acts on the front wheels to give added traction in extreme 
conditions.

4WD CVT-type transmission Electronic Fuel Injection

Electric Power Steering Independent Suspension Gearbox drive selection

Differential Lock

The Yamaha Difference





 

Functionality, durability 
and all-terrain ability.



 

€ XXXX,XX

It can be tough when you’re working outdoors all year round. You need the best 
equipment and the hardest working partners to get the job done. So it’s time to 
consider how the Viking can make your life a little easier!

The spacious 3-seat layout and walk-through floor ensure a comfortable and safe 
drive every time for you and your colleagues. Its double wishbone suspension 
is ready to take on the most rugged terrain - while the Euro-pallet sized tipping 
cargo bed can carry loads up to 272kg.

Equipped with our On-Command® drive system with 2WD, 4WD and 4WD with 
Diff Lock, and powered by a high-torque 686cc engine, the 3-seater Viking could 
be the best purchase you ever made!

High-torque 686cc engine
The high-torque 686cc single-cylinder engine 
produces plenty of controllable power for 
effective off road transportation. For added 
confidence on slippery downhill slopes the 
Ultramatic® transmission features an engine 
braking function - while  the 2WD, 4WD and 
Diff Lock modes can be quickly selected to suit 
different surface conditions.

3 mode On-Command® system
The Viking is designed to be used on a wide 
variety of surfaces, and the 3-mode On-
Command® system offers 2WD, 4WD or 4WD 
with Diff Lock options to suit different terrain and 
weather conditions. The simple rotary-type switch 
enables the driver to select their chosen drive 
mode in seconds.

Electronic Fuel Injection (EFI)
The reliable 686cc 4-stroke single-cylinder engine 
features an advanced Electronic Fuel Injection 
system that ensures efficient combustion for 
good throttle response. Together with the forged 
piston and pent roof combustion chamber design, 
the EFI enables the Viking engine to produce 
gutsy torque at low rpm with strong high rpm 
performance.

Electronic Power Steering (EPS)
Even with 3 passengers and a full cargo load 
on board, the Electronic Power Steering (EPS) 
ensures that the steering feels light even when 
fully laden or when driving in heavy soils like 
clay. When 4WD with Diff Lock is selected the 
EPS switches automatically to a second program 
designed to optimize the steering characteristics.
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The beauty of work.



 

€ XXXX,XX

Designed for farmers, foresters and industrial users who need a tough utility 
vehicle for hard work in extreme conditions, the user-friendly Kodiak 700 EPS 
delivers superior performance with outstanding value.

Powered by the high torque MK II 686cc engine - and featuring a compact chassis 
with a plush seat for day-long riding comfort - this extraordinary worker can carry 
a 140kg payload plus rider, and tow up to 600kg.

The smooth-running Ultramatic® CVT transmission and 2WD/4WD system with 
Diff Lock make this ATV ideal for towing, and with Electric Power Steering the 
Kodiak 700 EPS makes every working day that little bit easier.

MK II 686cc SOHC engine
The hard working Kodiak 700 EPS features a 
powerful large capacity engine that delivers 
class-leading torque and power. Featuring the 
2nd generation MK II 686 engine SOHC 4-valve 
cylinder head, with EFI Throttle body, fine 
tuned ECU mapping, refined tolerances and 
other updates results in lower fuel consumption 
increased torgue and a smoother engine 
performance.

On-Command 2WD/4WD/Diff Lock
The Kodiak 700 EPS models are fitted with an 
easy to operate On-Command® system with 
2WD/4WD and 4WD with Diff Lock for full control 
for quick and effective switching between 2WD 
and 4WD, or even full Diff Lock allowing you to 
choose the right option to suit the terrain and 
surface conditions.

Independent suspension, front disc 
brakes
The Kodiak 700 EPS’s compact independent 
double wishbone A-arms and long-travel KYB 
shocks give high levels of comfort together with 
good maneuverability, and can handle the most 
extreme terrain. For durable and reliable braking 
the Kodiak 700 is fitted with front disc brakes and 
a sealed wet rear brake.

Ultramatic® transmission
Equipped with High, Low, Reverse, Neutral 
and Park modes, Yamaha’s industry-leading 
Ultramatic® automatic transmission is one of 
the ATV world’s most durable and efficient CVT 
systems. The utility oriented gearing produces 
excellent low speed pulling power and natural 
all-wheel engine braking feel, giving added 
confidence and control on downhills.
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The beauty of work.



 

€ XXXX,XX

Designed for farmers, foresters and industrial users who need a tough utility 
vehicle for hard work in extreme conditions, the user-friendly Kodiak 700 delivers 
superior performance with outstanding value.

Powered by the new high torque MK II 686cc engine - and featuring a compact 
chassis with a plush seat for day-long riding comfort - this extraordinary worker 
can carry a 140kg payload plus rider, and tow up to 600kg.

The smooth-running Ultramatic® CVT transmission and 2WD/4WD mechanical 
system make this ATV ideal for towing and all day work.

MK II 686cc SOHC engine
The hard working Kodiak 700 features a powerful 
large capacity engine that delivers class-leading 
torque and power. Featuring the 2nd generation 
MK II 686 engine SOHC 4-valve cylinder head, with 
new EFI Throttle body, fine tuned ECU mapping, 
refined tolerances and other updates results in 
lower fuel consumtion increased torgue and a 
smoother engine performance.

Mechanical 2WD/4WD system
The Kodiak 700 has a handlebar mounted 
mechanical lever for quick and effective switching 
between 2WD and 4WD, allowing you to choose 
the right option to suit the terrain and surface 
conditions

Independent suspension, front disc 
brakes
The Kodiak 700’s compact independent double 
wishbone A-arms and long-travel KYB shocks 
give high levels of comfort together with good 
manoeuvrability, and can handle the most 
extreme terrain. For durable and reliable braking 
the Kodiak 700 is fitted with front disc brakes and 
a sealed wet rear brake.

Ultramatic® transmission
Equipped with High, Low, Reverse, Neutral 
and Park modes, Yamaha’s industry-leading 
Ultramatic® automatic transmission is one of 
the ATV world’s most durable and efficient CVT 
systems. The utility oriented gearing produces 
excellent low speed pulling power and natural 
all-wheel engine braking feel, giving added 
confidence and control on downhills.
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Your search for adventure 
starts here

Inside every one of us there is a real spirit of 
adventure and a burning desire to find out 
what’s over the next horizon. And with this 
innate thirst for discovery, there is no limit to 
what you can achieve and how far you can go.

Yamaha’s 360 degree line up of products 
enables you to enjoy and share a seamless 
range of quality experiences on land, water 
or snow. And to help you find out what 
really revs your heart, Yamaha has created 
a specialist adventure portal that gives you 
instant access to an exciting, surprising and 
rewarding new world.

Destination Yamaha Motor is a global online 
travel platform that gives every thrill-seeker 
the opportunity to get their adrenaline 
pumping and make new memories that will 
last forever. Working with key approved 
travel partners, Destination Yamaha Motor 
enables you to search online for the ultimate 
adventure be it on a motorcycle, a 4-wheeler, 
a boat or a snowmobile.

With a truly diverse selection of trips on offer, 
you can find a new experience that broadens 
your horizons and takes you out of your 
comfort zone – and you can be sure that every 
provider has been checked and approved by 
Destination Yamaha Motor, meaning that you 
can book with total confidence. Visit https://
destination-yamaha-motor.eu/ now and make 
an exciting new tomorrow with us.
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ATVs with engines up to 70cc are recommended for use only by riders 6 years and older and always with adult supervision. 
ATVs with engines of 70 to 90cc are recommended only for use by riders 12 years and older, and always under adult 

supervision. ATVs with engines of 90cc or greater are recommended for use only by riders 16 years and older. ATVs are built 
to operate within their design limits. Safe towable weights, together with maximum carrying capacity are identified in the 
owner’s manual if applicable. For durability, reliability, but most important of all, operator safety, under no circumstances 

should the recommended capacities be exceeded. Yamaha recommends that all ATV riders take an approved training course. 
For safety and training information, see your dealer or call your Yamaha Distributor in your country. ATVs can be hazardous 

to operate.

Follow us on:

Dealer


